
10 спальная комната городская тюрьма продается в Torrox, Málaga

In the heart of Torrox, a few steps from the central square, this very large town house needs a thorough reform. In its
time it consisted of 10 bedrooms, 3 kitchens, a patio with a laundry area, 2 bathrooms and 2 toilets, a living room, a
roof terrace with views of the countryside, the mountains and the sea. Adjacent to farmland above the Torrox river.

The house is located at the end of a pedestrian cul-de-sac. Upon entering, the first thing we find is a large hall, at the
end there is a room without windows that functioned as a kitchen, to the left of this room some stairs lead to the
western part of the house. The other door in the hall, on the left, leads to the living room with a large window
overlooking the pedestrian street. In the living room there is a stair step and a partition in the South wall, behind this
partition stairs go up to 4 bedrooms, but due to the state of the floors and ceilings, it was partitioned as a precaution.
From the living room a door takes us to the kitchen, divided into two rooms by the corridor and from here we access a
balcony, above the old irrigation ditch with views of the countryside and through this balcony leads us to the interior
patio with some storage rooms, laundry area, and a bathroom, from here we can see the windows of some of the
partitioned bedrooms.

We return to the stairs that start from the hall, on the first floor the staircase is divided into 2, if we take to the left
(East side) it leads us to the Grandfather area, with 3 continuous rooms and a toilet at the back, from one of the
rooms, windows face a roof terrace, but there is no access from here, except through a window. The staircase that
goes to the right (West side) takes us to 3 continuous large rooms, and a toilet. There is an outdoor patio with another
kitchen and some stairs lead us to the large roof terrace that can be visited, facing north and east with views of the
countryside, the mountains and the sea.

The plot that the house occupies is 93 m2 and two floors plus a roof terrace are allowed, so it can be reformed and to
make a very large house or even 3 apartments within it.

It is a few steps from shops, pharmacy and the central square with bars and restaurants. To park, it is best to leave
your car in the free multi-level car park in Plaza Almedina. The Costa del Sol with its beaches and promenade in Torrox
Costa is only 4 km away.

This town house is a perfect project for a builder or a DYI handyman who wants to make a very large and special
house for a main residence or rental properties.

  10+ спальни   2 ванные комнаты   180m² Размер сборки
  93m² Размер участка

105.000€

 Недвижимость продается Competa Properties S.L.
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